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The Bentley Newent sofa has  shared des ign and material DNA with the cars . Image courtesy of Bentley Motors

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

British automaker Bentley Motors has released a new collection of furniture as part of its  Bentley Home business.

The Newent Collection pulls inspiration from long-established and modernist design, with aesthetics identified as
Bentley's. The shapes of old and new Bentley models and the materials that make up the models' interiors are seen
in the design tone of Bentley Home's furniture.

"We work very closely with our colleagues at Bentley Home to ensure the furniture we create embodies the exacting
standard in design and manufacture we have in our cars," said Chris Cooke, head of product design at Bentley
Motors, said in a statement.

"From the language and flow of the surfaces to the detailed execution of the veneering process, the Newent range is
a great example of what we do best, create luxury products for discerning customers," he said.
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The Bentley Newent armchair. Image courtesy of Bentley Motors

Bentley, like its peers in luxury, has licensed its name for affiliated products that serve allied markets with the same
level of quality and attention to detail.

Germany's Volkswagen owns Crewe, England-based Bentley.

The Bentley Newent chair. Image courtesy of Bentley Motors

Driver's seat
Designed by Carlo Colombo with Italian craftsmanship, the Newent line is the latest addition to join Bentley Home's
collection.

Available in walnut briarwood design, the Newent sofa is the centerpiece of the collection, along with an armchair,
chair and bed to match. They can be upholstered in leather or fabric and with a veneered frame.

Each veneer has full FSC certification.

The Bentley Newent leather bed. Image courtesy of Bentley Motors

The curves of the Newent designs are similar to the Richmond Collection, which was the first Bentley Home line
launched in 2013. The newer collection has graduated to softer, sinuous lines.

The Newent sofa costs $14.710, armchair $9,040, chair $4,230 and bed $11,950.
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